
Notches or Weirs allow hydrologists and engineers a simple method of measuring the
volumetric flow rate in small to medium-sized streams, or in industrial discharge locations.

The apparatus is used to calibrate the following types of notches/weirs:-

1. Rectangular Notch
2. Triangular Notch
3. Trapezoidal Notch or Cipolletti Weir
4. Sharp Crested Weir
5. Broad Crested Weir
6. Ogee Weir Spillway

Specifications:

1. Single Weldless channel size of 2500 (L) x 500 (W) x 350 (H)
2. 1000 Lts Sump Tank of Plastic
3. 2 H.P. Centrifugal Monoblock Pump
4. Discharge Measurement using Watermeter or Venturimeter 
5. Piping with necessary Valves and Fittings
6. Digital Stop Watch with 1/10 second Accuracy
7. Detailed Technical Manual and On-site Training

* Also available in 5 mtr Length

A flow control valve permits variation of flow rate through the circuit. Open flow channel
with necessary baffle ensures smooth flow of water. Channel has arrangement to replace
different types of notches/weir through simple bolting arrangement

OPEN FLOW CHANNEL (Notches and Weirs)
MODEL FM.R.014

* Mechmatics reserves the right to modify its Product without notice



TILTING FLUMES                                                      MODEL AFM.001

The ‘tilting flume is designed to conduct various experiments at various bed slopes from in upstream
and down stream. The flume has a perspex window to visualize the flow over models fixed in flume.
The flume is provided with gates on upstream & downstream side to control the flow. Students can
thus conduct the experiments and also visualize the flow. Various experiments like open channel flow
study, specific energy curve, hydraulic jump, calibration of weirs, notches and venturi flume can be
conducted.

SPECIFICATIONS

1. Flume - Cross section 250 wide x 300 mm. deep, length 5 meters, provided with sliding gates, 
one at upstream and one at downstream side & flow settling chamber at inlet. Screw 
jack at down stream side to change slope of bed. Completely Transparent window for 
visualization of flow.  Overall length of flume is about 5.5 mtrs. 

2. Notches - a) Rectangular notch with flume fitting fixture. (G.M.)
b) 600 V notch with flume fitting fixture.
c) Trapezoidal Notch.
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3. Weirs - a) Sharp crested weir - 1 no.
b) Broad crested weir - 1 no.
c) Ogee weir              - 1 no.

4. Venturi flume.

5. Experiment on Hydraulic jump.

6. Trolley mounted point gauge for level measurement of water. Trolley can be traversed for whole  
length of flume.

7. Orficemeter & differential manometer for measurement of flow or Suitable size Rotameter.

8. 2 HP pump and sump tank for recirculating the water.

9. A detailed technical manual accompanies the unit.

Other optional accessories available on request : - Crump Weir; Culvert; Radial Gate; Parshall

Flume; Plain Beach; Wave generator; Artificially Roughened Bed; Siphon Weir; Tradepaziodal Flume;

Velocity meter; Energy Dissipation; Digital Level Gauge; Piers; Rake and many more.

Hydraulic Jump on Flume Ogee Weir on Flume
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WAVE FLUMES MODEL AFM.007

Standard Specifications:

• Open Channel Flume Structure made of Perspex (Transparent)
• Dimension: 6.0 mtrs (L) x  0.6 mtrs (W)  x 1 mtrs (H) 
• Sturdy Frame Structure for Flume
• Adjustable Flap Mechanism
• Motor controlled by Variable Frequency Drive
• Gearbox and Controller

This is a customised product as per research requirement  (in terms of 
dimension, features and display). Please contact our sales representative 


